FINISHED CONCRETE LOOK BOOK
the Consolideck concrete flooring system
Big Sandy Elementary School // Moundville, AL

colored with GemTone stain // densified with LS // protected with LS Guard
Unlike other densifiers, Consolideck densifiers don’t need to be scrubbed or flushed. This saves water... Lots of it. In fact, more than 420 million gallons of alkaline rinse water have been saved as a result of the 760 million square feet of Consolideck floors installed across the U.S.
University of Wisconsin-Superior // Superior, WI

densified with LS // protected with LS Guard
Enka Intermediate School // Candler, NC

colored with GemTone Stain // densified with LS // protected with LS Guard
Via 57 West // New York, NY
densified with LS // protected with Concrete Protector
Price Cutter / Springfield, MO
- Colored with GemTone Stain
- densified with LS
- protected with LS Guard
More retailers are turning to polished concrete... it's beautiful, easier to maintain and leaves a smaller impact on the environment. Shopko, Kroger, Walmart, O'Reilly Auto Parts, HyVee, and Gerbes Super Market installed a combined 80 million square feet of polished concrete floors in 2016.
R.W. Kern Center at Hampshire College // Amherst, MA
densified with LS // protected with LS Guard
Big Sandy Elementary School // Moundville, AL

colored with GemTone Slam // densified with LS // protected with LS Guard
It takes more than 90,000 pounds of vinyl composite tile or linoleum to cover a 50,000-square-foot concrete floor. But it only takes 3,600 pounds worth of Consolideck products to bring that same concrete floor to polished perfection.
FRESH by Brookshire's // Tyler, TX
colored with GemTone Stain // densified with LS // protected with LS Guard
Golden 1 Center // Sacramento, CA

densified with LS and LS/CS // protected with LS Guard
Private Residence // Truckee, CA

 densified with LS // protected with LS Guard
densified with LS // protected with SLX 100
How long does a floor LAST

A properly maintained carpet floor will last up to 9 years. A properly maintained vinyl composite tile floor will last up to 15 years. A properly maintained concrete floor will last the life of the building.